Medical Healthcare Search Firm

Healthcare Therapy

About CLINIPOST

Connecting Healthcare Systems to Top Therapist Professionals
CliniPost is a medical and healthcare search firm that specializes
in recruitment services within the Therapy industry. CliniPost
approaches each and every assignment with a personalized
approach by custom-tailoring to fit our clients’ needs.
We place Therapy professionals from staff and clinical specialist
to the highest managerial levels, while partnering with acute care
hospitals, rehab hospitals, outpatient rehabilitation clinics, and long
term care facilities.
CliniPost has a level of commitment and sense of urgency that each
search is given, and this has created lifelong relationships with many
well-known health systems nationwide. Our unique experience
within the clinical and managerial levels of the therapy industry
has allowed us to gain a deep understanding of the assignments
we engage in. We have a proven track record for successful
placements. Due to our detailed screening in finding the right fit for
our clients, we consistently present candidates that not only have
the required skill set but also are a fit for our clients’ culture, unique
features, and geographical location.
Working with CliniPost will reduce employee turnover and improve
corporate productivity.
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Our company is founded by one of the best in the
recruitment business, Patty Wyatt. When Patty
entered the recruitment business in 2007, she
joined the largest single site search firm in the
country and achieved becoming a Managing
Director and true million-dollar solo producer in
record time. Through a hard work ethic and an
intangible quality to
match people with
careers, she has annually
received awards for
Top 10 Performance and
is consistently a Top
Individual Performer.
She broke every
individual producer
record her former employer had since their
inception in 1981, and remained the highest
individual producer among 25 partners.
Prior to 2007, Patty worked as an ASCP-certified
Medical Technologist after earning her Bachelor of
Science degree in Medical Technology from
Oakland University.
Darrin Wyatt is Managing Director of CliniPost and
joined in 2016. Previously he served as a Senior
Associate in Tax with a Big 4 Accounting Firm.
Other past credits include working as an
international tax attorney for a boutique accounting
firm. Darrin has worked on progressive assignments
and earned experience in accounting and strategic
planning. He has become an effective consultant to
both candidates and hiring managers – offering
personal, creative and professional advice to all
parties. Darrin looks forward to advancing CliniPost,
impacting the growth of the business by leveraging
his expertise in new business and strategy
development. He has consistently delivered
impressive achievements throughout his career. In
addition to being an honors graduate of Texas A&M
University, he earned his J.D. at The University of
Texas School of Law and his LL.M. (Master of Laws)
in International Tax at SMU Dedman School of Law.
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